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APPLICATIONS 
Editorial 
Many of the structures and classes of processes that one encounters in theoretical 
computer science admit natural orderings via some appropriate notion of information 
content: the more information some state contains the larger it is in the information 
ordering. Thus one is quickly led to the study of certain classes of partially ordered sets. 
The stages of a computation may be viewed as leading to higher states of knowledge, 
and thus a computation can be interpreted as an increasing sequence, or more generally a 
directed set. The appropriate notion of completeness in this context is a partially ordered 
set in which every directed set has a supremum, i.e., a directed-complete partial order or 
DCPO for short. Intuitively we say that state A approximates state B if any computation 
of B yields the information of state A at some finite stage. In the context of partially 
ordered sets, this idea translates to saying that an element 2 approximates an element y 
if every directed set with supremum greater than or equal to y has some member which 
is greater than or equal to z. A very useful class of partially ordered sets has turned out 
to be the continuous domains, settings in which the approximation relation is sufficiently 
rich. A partially ordered set is a continuous domain if it is a DCPO in which every 
element is the directed supremum of the elements which approximate it. 
There is an alternate topological approach to these order-theoretic considerations. In a 
DCPO we define a set to be closed if it is “information closed”, i.e., closed with respect to 
including elements less than anything already in the set, and closed with respect to taking 
directed suprema. Such sets form the closed sets of a topology called the Scott topoZogy 
in honor of Dana Scott, who carried out the ground-breaking work for the area in the 
early 1970s. This topology nicely captures much of the theory. For example, a function 
between DCPOs is continuous if and only if it is order-preserving and preserves suprema 
of directed sets. But the Scott topology is highly non-Hausdorff it is a To-topology in 
which the order of specialization agrees with the original order. These developments 
have become a driving impetus for a thorough development of domain theory and, more 
generally, for a new kind of topology which we might call “order-theoretic topology”, the 
study of topological spaces, in general non-Hausdorff spaces, with close links to a partial 
order on the space. Topology and Its Applications is publishing six articles (making up 
in volume approximately two usual issues of material) devoted to various aspects of 
this theory. The leadoff paper of M. Mislove gives an overall survey of a number of 
developments in the area. 
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A helpful example illustrating the previous ideas is the “approximate unit interval” or 
“interval domain” consisting of all closed intervals (including the degenerate one-point 
intervals) of the unit interval. Since a smaller interval gives more precise information 
about location, the information ordering is reverse inclusion. Directed suprema are just 
intersections and a first interval approximates a second if and only if the second is in 
the interior of the first. The Scott topology is the topology of upper semicontinuity, that 
is, a function from a topological space into the approximate unit interval equipped with 
the Scott topology is continuous if and only if it is upper semicontinuous in the usual 
topological sense. Note that the unit interval sits in the approximate unit interval as the 
set of maximal points. 
The semantics of programming languages involves finding (mathematical) interpre- 
tations or models of the constructs of a programming language. A particular approach 
called denotational semantics has typically used categories of continuous domains for 
modeling. Programs can then be interpreted as functions from an input domain to an 
output domain. But one can also have programs that operate on programs, e.g., compil- 
ers. Thus one needs categories in which Horn-sets (i.e., function spaces) are back in the 
category. Domain theory is most suitable for this endeavor, and there has been a detailed 
investigation of function spaces and an extensive search for general Cartesian-closed 
categories in this context. In the paper of Erker, Escardo, and Keimel, the authors take a 
careful look at the approximation relation in these function spaces. Function spaces also 
play a central role in the paper of Escardo. 
In recent years computational aspects of continuous domain theory have also come to 
the fore. It has been found that wide classes of topological spaces appear as the set of 
maximal points of continuous domains in a manner similar to the way the unit interval 
sits in the approximate unit interval. Given a continuous domain, there is a standard con- 
struction for its probabilistic power domain, which organizes the probability measures 
into a continuous domain. This latter domain has found important theoretical and com- 
putational applications in the study of measure and integration on the original continuous 
domain and its set of maximal points. One important application is the development of 
a general theory of Riemann integration as it appears in the article of Edalat and Negri. 
Another type of measure called “possibility measure” is treated from a domain-theoretic 
viewpoint in the paper of Heckmann and Huth. Spaces of such measures are also shown 
to have close connections with function spaces. 
The considerations of domain theory and alternate approaches via metric space theory 
have led to generalizations of metric space notions to the non-Hausdorff setting. This 
type of general approach is presented in the paper of Rutten. 
This special issue arose at the invitation of Editor Jerry Vaughan as an extension of 
the included survey article of M. Mislove, which in turn is based on a series of lectures 
he delivered at the Summer Topology Conference held in Portland, Maine in August, 
1995. 
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